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0 - Prologue

Five years after Sora, Riku, and Kairi had been to many worlds and discovered many secrets and
information. Aerith made aging potions just to be killed by Sephiroth. Sora and Kairi had a boy named
Roxas a fire element, Riku and Seph had a child named Riku a dark element, and Cloud and Tifa had a
child named Namine a light element. Axel taught Roxas how to use his element and their parents taught
them how to fight. One day Roxas got a keyblade called the kings knight while Riku got Way to the
Dusk. Namine got Queens Guardian keyblade. This is when they are 13. 4 years later heartless
appeared.....



1 - Saving Namine

One day in Traverse Town a kid named Roxas was training with his godfather Axel when a heartless
appeared. Axel said, "Crap a heartless" while Roxas attacked it with the Kingdom Key and killed it. Axel
gave Roxas a new keyblade Fire's Flare. All of a sudden Roxas bolted out the door to save his girlfriend
Namine. He broke her door down and saw her on the ground with Marluxia towering above her along
with Larxene. "Come get me,"said Marluxia and Roxas used an attack called inferno because he is a fire
element. Marluxia got burned and jumped at Roxas but Roxas deflected it and hit Marluxia in the kidney
so he left. Roxas grabbed Namine and saw her bleeding out of her arm. He grabbed a roll of bandage
and wrapped her arm up. He grabbed food too because the world was being ingulfed in darkness. They
got in a metal box as the world was swollowed by darkness... To be Continued
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